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Billy Fury at the BBC – The Background
by Chris Eley
For well over ten years I have been intending to write this article, but events just
seemed to get in the way. Eight years or so ago more information came my way
and I thought I would research and fill the gaps. I never did and as usually happens with these things – I was overtaken by events. Some of the BBC tracks appeared on homemade ‘imports’ at certain record fairs, earning whoever did it
around £16.00 a throw. That these were still largely unavailable to fans countrywide was perhaps the real crime. Next they surfaced again on recent OZIT releases, five by mail order before last Christmas and on Vol. 6, shop released and
reviewed in the last magazine. Spencer Leigh in the Now Dig This magazine issue number 267, also wrote a Billy Fury at the BBC article, published in June
2005. Fortunately, he tackled it from a different angle than this and I decided to
go ahead with my own article later this year. Fate is inexorable however and
sometime in
April this year I
got a call requesting my help with
a project. Seemingly I was not
the only one because Harry
Whitehouse,
Spencer Leigh
and Dave McAleer also got contacted – august
company indeed.
The lady, now
working for Universal was someone who I had
contacted perhaps ten years
ago, probably
Reproduced by kind permission of Universal Music Ltd.
longer, when
Decca 9841393 – release date 18 September
she worked at Strange Fruit Records. Knowing from Alan and Carol Chapman
of The Fury Sound (to whom by the way we should all be extremely thankful for
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devoting perhaps 13 years of their lives to promoting Billy’s legacy), that they had
wanted to bring out the BBC stuff, I was overjoyed to hear that Strange Fruit were
doing it. Alan and Carol and whichever company it was back then had been unable
to do it. Regrettably for us all, it all flopped again. Apparently getting clearance was
a problem but exactly where the blockage occurred, and the fault lay, I still don’t
know. I have an idea, but I could be well off-beam.
The good news this April was that after all this time the BBC tracks (perhaps the
real Best of Billy Fury in many ways) were going to be released. I provided Universal with information and five tracks, which they did not have but regrettably for me
I did not get to do the notes.

.
It would have been nice to have at last been able to annotate the BBC CD Collection
that I have wanted and attempted for so long, to get released, but there you go. I
have no doubt but that Spencer Leigh with his inside track at the BBC will do Billy
justice. One thing I forgot, a couple of years ago I visited Decca/Universal in London
and placed every track I had in their archive. I also left a breakdown of suggested
BF releases with track listings. I have no idea whether this helped or triggered Universal. Last year I visited again to research another project, currently stalled.
In April, when the projected CD tracks dropped onto my doormat I was overjoyed.
At last, full versions of Get on the Right Track Baby and Nothin’ Shakin’ (I only had
half ones up to that point). I did inform Universal that the original source for the
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early BBC tracks was in possession of more and of better quality tapes than Universal or I had. Strangely, Universal had a different ‘master tape’ to the CD I had
given them (obviously because of the full versions of the above) but they did not
know the source of it – wonder where that came from!
As I understand it, regrettably, the other tracks we believe to exist have not been
sourced by Universal from the person still holding them on studio tape, for inclusion in this set but perhaps they will come out in the future. The fans deserve them
– and in high quality remastered condition too, not on inferior releases. The whole
business of non-release has gone on for too long and friends and fans no longer
with us have been deprived of them. This is unacceptable in my view. The CD,
probably containing the tracks in the following article (less a handful), is due for
release (as I write in June) in September. It will be a major landmark event in the
Billy world and although it’s not my baby I am proud to have been associated with
it at all!
The following piece is not fully comprehensive due to lack of time to research in
the way I had intended but hopefully it will be of interest and also lay the ground
for the CD release. I look forward to reading the no doubt excellent liner notes to
see what gaps it will fill in my article – and who knows, perhaps vice versa.
Perhaps one day someone, Spencer or myself perhaps, will dig deeper and cobble
together the whole
story, each appearance
and number etc.
Whether this information in its entirety is
out there is doubtful
but there is probably
more than I currently
have at my fingertips.
The following is based
on the information I
have from BBC Archive sheets, the provisional track listing,
some music papers,
the tracks themselves and some general information from excellent articles by
Spencer Leigh.
Being 57 years old now and having no TV in the house until around 1965/66 (or
running water) my earliest memories of Billy at the Beeb are from Saturday Club.
I well recall being over at my grandparents small holding in the depths of Cornwall in 1963. I was fourteen and would spend many Saturday mornings over
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there, usually practising my bowling in the cow yard (I was of course Freddie
Truman – now sadly lost to us), or setting up the cans to represent the British and
German battle fleets, then ‘shelling’ them with stones! Sophisticated we were not,
and actually it was no bad thing. Gran knew I liked ‘Pop’ music and especially,
since around late ’61/early ’62, Billy Fury, so would allow me to have Saturday
Club on in the kitchen by the yard. The one session I remember hearing was Billy
with the Tornados and the track that stuck in my mind was Sticks ’n’ Stones. Later
that year it came out on the ‘We Want Billy’ LP but of course I didn’t get a
Dansette until 1964 (and still couldn’t play it at home for some time without
power!).
I did see Billy on a friend’s TV every time TYLS was on, or Discs a Gogo and then
Ready Steady Go. They had a generator to power the TV – Westerns, wrestling
and ‘Pop’ was the order of the day for us. Happy innocent days.

Billy Fury at the BBC – The Recordings
Billy made what we are almost certain was his radio debut on Saturday Club, on
9th May 1959, for which he received 10 guineas. The programme had first been
broadcast on 4th October 1958. Before that it had been the Saturday Skiffle Club.
Also on the bill was Billy’s close friend – Dickie Pride. At that time the backing
band was almost certainly the Beat Boys, who were to form the nucleus of the
Blue Flames. Eddie Cochran had already influenced Billy (the opening track was
C’mon Everybody) but the limp backing
showed that Eddie’s instrumental influence
had not travelled yet. From soon after his arrival the following year the improvement in
British musicianship (in rock ’n’ roll terms)
was significant (as Joe Brown and Big Jim
Sullivan have since testified).
A beautiful version of Maybe Tomorrow follows; even more poignant and lovely than
the Decca version, perhaps because of its
sparseness. Beautiful. A more relaxed, free
flowing version of his self-penned number
Don’t Knock Upon My Door is up next, and
that too is a joy. Mean Woman Blues (the
number mentioned by Mark Crossways as
being the one where Billy simulated sex on
stage with the microphone), is a cracking
© Decca Record Co. Ltd
version.
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Owing little in style to the Elvis version it still shows that Elvis was, at this
stage, a major influence on Billy. The cowboy shirt and bandana is a bit of a
dead giveaway as well! This was one of the outfits Billy was wearing on stage
around this time and invariably he had his guitar with him – Elvis style. Cliff
and the Shadows also cut this of course, but somehow it didn’t work. This version does!
The last track of that set I have never rated as a favourite but it is such a very
special song that not to appreciate it at the very least (which I do) would be a
crime. Margo, written for Margo Owens (nee King), with whom Billy worked at
Joshua Reynolds store in Liverpool, is a heartfelt plea to a woman I feel sure
Billy loved. At the very least, he was tremendously fond of her and took advice
on moves, songs and she also assisted him with arranging local performances. I
still treasure the letter I received from her in 1997/98 from which I took information for the Anthology liner notes. It seems that Margo was also very fond of
Billy, but only as a friend. She was engaged to a Guardsman (not a seaman as
Billy says in interview), and she did go to Australia with her fiancé/husband. In
interview in 1960 Billy said it was, (at that time), his favourite, another reason
for fans to love it and perhaps an indication of Billy’s affection even then, for
Margo.
Whether there were other Radio performances during 1959 and 1960 I don’t
know at this stage – but it’s almost certain there were, if only to promote new
releases, Wondrous Place etc. It seems that during November 1960 the music organiser for Light Entertainment informed Larry Parnes that he believed that a
significant part of Billy’s success was down to his visual aspects and that radio
may not do him justice. This occurred again with Jimmy Grant, one of the producers of Saturday Club, who apparently shared the same view, and expressed
it to Larry Parnes in 1961. It seems incredible today to think that was the case
but in fact, prior to 1960 there was an element of truth in the fact that Billy’s
voice was very adolescent (well it was bound to be). Listening now to the sound
from 1961 the power and confidence in comparison to 1959/60 just oozes out.
However, even earlier, as the first records show, Billy’s voice was good enough
for radio and records, as his first singles testify. There is a soulful quality to that
engaging youthful voice. What we do know is that Billy was back again on the
19th August 1961 (pre-recorded on 15th August) with Just Because, Halfway to
Paradise, You Be My Baby, Low Down Blues and Sweet Little 16. Regrettably there
is no You Be My Baby on the forthcoming CD, but a very poor quality low-fi version gives us an idea of what it was like. I believe there is a full clear version out
there and if anyone can help in that direction, please do contact me. Written and
recorded by Ray Charles it was on the B-side of his 1958 single My Bonnie on
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Billy in the mirror – 1959
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Atlantic 1196. Billy’s vocal is quite faithful to the original although the backing to
his version is far more sparse and simple. Ray’s version is now available on Ray

Charles – I Got a Woman, Ground Floor CD GRFL005. Back in 1982 I was lucky
enough to get both the song by Billy and his hand written lyrics on the back of a
small show handbill. I would guess he was performing the number in the show
and I know from later examples that he would write out the lyrics to some songs
in this way. Next up before Just Because on the CDR that I have is dialogue from
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Brian Mathew. This refers to last week in Blackpool and the number of girls asking Brian when Billy was next going to appear on Saturday Club. Just Because

was of course a number that Elvis took and made his own, released on his classic
1956 album and certainly the source of Billy’s inspiration. Elvis in turn would
have heard the 1935 hit version on Decca by the Shelton Brothers. Whether he
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would have heard the 1929 version by Nelstones Hawaiians is debatable. We
have the clip of Billy singing it on All That Jazz (hopefully to come out as a full
version in the near future – if we are lucky), and of course the great version on
‘We Want Billy’. Billy backed by the Blue Flames, turns in a great version here,
not as powerful, polished or accomplished as in 1963, but then, it’s not going to
be. On the CDR after the
performance of Just Because Billy then reads
out a request embroidered on blue satin with
silver and gold brocaid,
from Jeannette for Iris of
Birmingham. Also a
braille request from
Anne Darlington and
Mary Robinson, ‘the two
best girls in the world’
for ‘the two worst boys
in the world’, David and
Glyn of Manchester. It is
deeply regrettable that
none of the dialogue on
the CDR will apparently
come out on the CD release. It would be nice
for any of these fans still
alive. There is an intro,
and the end drum beat
of Halfway but regrettably no performance, but
I do believe it’s out there
somewhere. It would
Billy live – circa 1961
have been nice to have
heard Billy perform this classic live; meanwhile we must be content with the
1961 cut from Radio Luxembourg, and the truncated recording from the 1962
Radio Luxembourg Sessions. Brian Mathew congratulates Billy on the tremendous success of Halfway and the large number of requests for it to be performed
on the show. I have only just discovered that big voiced black American singer
Roy Hamilton recorded Halfway – I have yet to hear it.
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Low Down Blues is up next and when I first heard this I was astounded. This is
at once the real Billy Fury and the real Ronnie Wycherley. Billy almost yodels
on this number written and recorded between 1946–52 by one of his top 3 influences, Hank Williams. Of interest also from this session is that the Blue
Flames performed The Magnificent Seven, pre-dating the Tornados version by a
year. Westerns were in vogue then – which is perhaps why I and other friends
and many of you (predominantly men it’s true) still love them today. Cheyenne and Laramie were my favourites. The ‘Flames’ also performed the Theme
from Dixie, which, whilst available, is not to be on the CD I am told, but available to download. Of further interest from the session details is a singer I’ve
never heard of, Franklyn Boyd doing the Charlie Rich/Elvis number I’m Coming Home (love to hear that), Bobby Vee doing Baby Face (like him but not doing
that awful number) and John Leyton in interview and performing Johnny Remember Me. That would also be nice to hear.
At this time the Blue Flames, who were quite accomplished and backed Billy
until after his Paris Olympia performance, apparently consisted of Colin
Green, Clive Powell (Georgie Fame), Red Reece and Peter Oakman. The lineup changed partially during the year, with a charge of drummers. A perennial
favourite of Billy’s, Sweet Little 16, is delivered here in fine style, being more
reminiscent of the live version by Eddie
Cochran and Marty Wilde (unreleased),
than of the smoother flowing classic
original by Chuck Berry. Different,
choppier in style than on the We Want
Billy LP, with the influence of Cochran’s
version (which Billy and the musicians
would have witnessed in 1960), coming
through. This is great.
If the release follows the listing I have,
another favourite of Billy’s is up next,
My Baby Left Me. No real Elvis influence
is apparent here, it is as though Billy
wanted to make it sound more like a
rhythm and blues number than rock,
and it’s tackled in the same way as it
would be in 1967. A great version here,
with the Blue Flames, but no definite
date. Bluesman Arthur Crudup had the
Billy – 1959
original – wonder if Billy ever heard that?
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On 23rd December 1961 Billy was back on Saturday Club (pre-recorded on
19th). Regrettably missing from the session are Billy’s rendition of Milkcow
Blues and I’d Never Find Another You. It’s possible these are still with the tape
originator – let’s hope they do turn up especially the former. I bet it really
rocks! A slightly different recording of Low Down Blues is followed by a stunning version of Have I Told You Lately That I Love You. Superior by far than the
Elvis version, which would have influenced it (not the most vibrant recording
session Elvis ever did), it has to be the best version I have ever heard. It was
done on Vogue Picture R 719 in 1945 by the then sweethearts of country music, Lulu Belle and Scotty (Wiseman). He wrote it after allegedly hearing his
wife say it to him in hospital in 1944 – quite a story, and a great romantic
song. This is followed by another Ray Charles penned and recorded number –
Get on the Right Track Baby, which is also stunning. A strong, authoritive version with a great blues feel – doing the master proud. How I wish we could
have had Ray Charles at the unveiling of the statue – Billy would have been
chuffed at that! And the credibility rating would have been sky high. As it was
Jack Good proved to be very credible, especially with the rock ’n’ roll fraternity. The track was an A-side for Ray on Atlantic in May 1957. Next on the CDR
(but not the CD) Billy dedicates his new hit Jealousy to Frances Crooke (Fan
Club Secretary in London and all of the Fan Club). Regrettably there is no recording of it here. This may or may not be out there. To hear this live version
would have been a real treat. This was the number that proved that Billy Fury,
even if singing a little too sharp, could really sing.
Don’t Knock Upon My Door is so much better with the guitar break inserted instead of the piano and girlie chorus of the record – the very best of British rock
’n’ roll. I saw Colin Paul and the Persuaders tackle it this way several years
ago, apparently unwittingly, but very effectively.
Billy’s brother Albie Wycherley (Jason Eddie) has said that he believes that if
Billy were alive today he would be doing standards (in the way of Robbie Williams I guess he meant – although the comment pre-dates William’s emergence as the ‘new Sinatra’). Some of those close to Billy in 1982, and for all I
know Billy as well, wanted him to be the English Barry Manilow. Just before
he died Billy was reported to be singing Cole Porter songs (New Year’s Eve
1982) and of course he recorded Begin the Beguine (which his mum likes). We
have standards from the 1961 Radio Luxembourg Show, Slow Boat to China
and others, on other CD releases, and here we have a fine interpretation of
Day by Day, finishing off the early ’60s selection of numbers on this CD. Many
artists recorded this number; perhaps it was the 1955 version by The Four
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Freshmen that Billy heard. Not really a lover of standards (although I have always loved Nat King Cole and Dean Martin), I must admit to liking this. The
maturity and feel of it all belies a 21-year-old performer and there is no contemporary other than perhaps Duffy Power that could handle this as well. The fans
of course, as Tony Read once said in interview, were not prepared to let Billy be
anything other than Billy Fury, so Billy (Dino) Fury would have been an unlikely
event.
During 1962 Billy experienced a six-month ban after failing to appear on a radio
programme that he had agreed to do. He allegedly had laryngitis but the ban
was applied because he did not have a doctor’s note in support. Billy apparently
did not appear on BBC radio again until 1963 and it was probably the 9th March
Saturday Club that I heard in my Gran’s in the old tied cottage on the hill. How I
miss that life, that world, that time and that era.
Scheduled to appear in a
concert, Top of the Pops
from the Royal Albert
Hall on 14th March 1963,
and to be broadcast live,
Billy was pulled out because he would not get
top billing. Billy did tape
his latest record – the cut
still has to surface
(probably Like I’ve Never
Been Gone). The cancellation of tickets led to
Parnes inviting the ticket
holders to the West
Hampstead Studios for
the recording of the We
Want Billy album.
Sometime in 1964 Billy
did appear again on Saturday Club with the
wonderful Gamblers.
The Gamblers perform
fine versions of Nobody
But Me and It’s So Nice
(Drifters recorded songs
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which The Gamblers issued on singles) but which may only be available on-line
to download. On the CD, from that (undated) session we get Billy doing a fast
but pleasant run through one of my favourites, Do You Really Love Me Too. This is
somehow intertwined in my mind with Cliff’s I’m the Lonely One – perhaps because they were from around the same time and both more pacey numbers than
the usual (for Billy’s A-sides anyway). I still have to hear the US version by Barbara Chandler, referred to by Spencer Leigh in his book Wondrous Face – if anyone finds a copy of that version please do send it in to us.
The real treat for me
on the whole set is
the barnstorming
version of another
favourite of mine –
Nothin’ Shakin’. This
number, originally
done by rocker Eddie
Fontane, and covered by Billy Crash
Craddock, Linda
Gail Lewis and Freddie Starr among others, is tremendous. It
proves Billy could
really rock, without
double tracking and
Jimmy Page to help
him. A powerful performance – too long
kept from the public
domain. If only we
could find other performances from this
year.
We now move onto
the tracks that were
held by the BBC on
Transcription Discs, akin to the one owned by me and shown in the magazine.
Regrettably mine only has two Billy numbers on it and out there are I am told
folk who have them by the dozen from when the BBC transferred contents to
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DAT and threw out the LP sized discs. Somewhere there is a transcription disc
from the 1966 Christmas Show featuring Billy, Cliff, the Beatles and others. Probably because of the Beatles presence it could well be in Japan or somewhere – but
what a show and why is it not in the BBC Archives. All that the Beeb currently
hold are the following numbers from 1965–1967, appearing at long last on this
long awaited release.
Saturday Club was still running during
1965, in fact it was to last until 18th January 1969, completing more than 500
episodes. Brian Mathew however, had
left by 6th February 1965 and was now
compering a similar programme entitled
‘Top of the Pops’. From that programme
broadcast on 26th May 1965 we have
some great performances by Billy. Lovey
Dovey is a strange choice coming five
years after the chart hit by Buddy Knox,
or even more after the original by the
Clovers. Buddy has the best overall version but Billy’s vocal has more edge.
Next is I Can Feel It with Billy and the
Gamblers in real rhythm and blues
mode off the EP, Billy Fury and the
Gamblers. A performance and arrangement faithful to the EP version.
Next up is the perennial rhythm and
blues favourite of bands like the Yardbirds, Baby, What’s Wrong. A snazzy and
authentic stab at this genre by Billy with
some fine guitar work and backing from
the Gamblers.
On 12th June 1965 Billy was back on
TOTP again – still highly popular at the
height of the ‘Beat Boom’. Strange that
back in 1963 Adam Faith had more successful radio appearances on Saturday
Club than Billy, although in fairness,
Faith had a well deserved resurgence
Billy Circa 1961
due to his excellent clutch of recordings
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with the Roulettes. Back to 1965. This session starts with the B-side, Away
From You, now giving us three versions of this catchy little number. Well handled it leads to the A-side, In Thoughts of You. This is a fine version of one of
the most popular all-time performances by Billy. The lack of orchestral accompaniment is no bar to the sheer enjoyment and beauty of the song.
Down in the BBC records (incorrectly) as I’d Like to Know we have that fan favourite and ‘Blue Beat’ number, Turn Your Lamp Down Low. Billy always did
this well – a great number.
The next set comes from TOTP again, this time from 4th October 1965. First
up is a well performed version of Run to my Lovin’ Arms, again the missing
orchestration does not detract from a great song and performance. This was
recorded in the USA by Jay and the Americans – also a good version but Billy
has the edge, even here performing live. Following that, is a fine version of
the ‘missing’ single, I Must be Dreaming, the original of which Decca do not
have in their vaults but which, quite incredibly, has finally turned up out
there and which is also to be available shortly. If anyone out there has the
other missing tracks, especially Suspicion, lets have that too! A beautiful song,
very short, but well performed and a sure-fire hit, even if out of time then.
The Decca version was recorded on 18/11/64, with other I’ve Gotta Horse
numbers, so it was probably destined for the film.
For the next three numbers it’s a move forward to TOTP for 21st February
1966 and Billy is again in great form, with the Gamblers. A great favourite of
mine, and which I opened my Radio Tees Billy Tribute in 1986 with, I Belong
To The Wind. Somehow this sums up the spirit of Billy. A really sound version,
thanks in no small part again to the fine backing. Recorded apparently by
Dayna Kurtz – would like to hear that version. Next, the number that should,
like so many, have gone Top 3, I’ll Never Quite Get Over You, ably performed
and a treat. How professional this man was at that time with few to touch
him. The set closes with a song featured in the short-lived Pantomime appearance by Billy, in Aladdin. Forbidden Fruit (referred to in some reports of the
time as In the Garden), is a jaunty little number, quite different from the norm
and it is not one of his best, though certainly enjoyable. There was a single release of the track around that time by the Mark Leeman 5 I think – must dig
out the 45.
Still in 1966 (31st May) and this broadcast begins with the beat sound of Don’t
Let A Little Pride. Without the compression of the single release it is still a great
performance, and of its time. What happened to all of Billy’s fans (and the
great British public) – a fickle lot – no-one bought it! This deserved a Top 10
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placing but I would guess, like the terrific Letter Full Of Tears, it was just too
different. I Go is up next, disposable but catchy, and nice to hear a new song by
Billy. The set finishes with a rocking version of the self-penned Bye Bye – a
great song and good performance.
TOTP for 25th July 1966 is a bit special with a good performance of Tony
McCauley’s My Whole World Seems to be Tumblin’ Down – surely a hit for Billy if
issued as a single. It was recorded at Parlophone and being featured on radio
like this was perhaps originally destined to be one. Next, the former Tennessee
Emie Ford track, Give Me Your Word – a track beloved of the Fury Faithful.
Technically the 45 release by Billy was not perfect but it had a lovely feel to it
and this performance is also enjoyable. A great track comes next, Find Out
What’s Happening featuring some snappy guitar work from the Gamblers. Billy
being contemporary for the time – and very good at it too. It was recorded by
the Spidells in 1964, Downliners Sect (1964) and the Gamblers for their 1965
single. I need that single too, or even the tracks on CDR or tape, if anyone can
help please. Elvis recorded it and it was on his very patchy 1973 LP, Raised on
Rock. The session up next is from TOTP 28th January 1967 (on the transcription
disc which I was fortunate
to get many years ago), and
was recorded on 23 January. Hurtin’ is Lovin’ was of
course a single release for
Billy, and a good number
(by Peter and Gordon). My
Baby Left Me is taken at a
frenetic pace and in a way,
not too distant from the
version from six years earlier. A good driving solid
backing from the Gamblers,
help to make this a classic
track. On disc the Gamblers
play a fine bluesy version
of the old classic (was it Julie London), Cry Me a River. This had been their 1966
single, coupled with Who Will Buy. Regrettably the following recorded on the
same date seem to be missing:
When Will I Be Loved – The Gamblers
Things are Changing – Billy Fury and the Gamblers
Reach Out for Your Loving Touch – Billy Fury and the Gamblers
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Over 30 tracks are listed so I can only conclude that so many tracks needed
three transcription discs and that the others are missing.
The final 1960’s session featured on this CD is (as I write) from TOTP 12th
June 1967. By now Billy had switched to The Plainsmen, who sound pretty
well interchangeable with the Gamblers (which is a compliment to both). If
anyone out there knows anyone from the Plainsmen do please get in touch
with me here at the Sound of Fury.
The set begins
with Billy’s
superior version
of Loving You –
smooth but
soulful and
should have
been a Top 20
hit. The versions known by
most people are
Elvis of course;
the slow and
fast takes all
now available.
Next up, missing the word
‘Just’ in the BBC
lists is the country number
written by
Ernest Tubb, It
Just Don’t Matter Now. This
actually grows
on you and was
the Parlophone
B-side to
Suzanne in the
Mirror. Billy liked country, referring to it frequently in interviews and of
course doing plenty of it on his Radio Luxembourg shows. The final number
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Billy on the Johnny Walker Show 1972
©BBC. Reproduced by kind permission of the BBC
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is the completely disposable, but different, I’ll Go Along With It, the B-side
of Loving You. Once again some songs from this sessions are missing:
Your Goodbye to Me – The Plainsmen
Right or Wrong – Billy and The Plainsmen (a great song, the studio version
of which we now have courtesy of OZIT)
Come Dance With Me – The Plainsmen
These are probably on a ‘lost’ Transcription Disc as for the January session.
The final selection of tracks cannot be said to reflect Billy at his best but
they are competent and enjoyable versions of his hits – if rushed. Listed as
being from a programme entitled ‘All Our Yesterdays’ or ‘All Our Yesterplays’, there is some confusion over this. Produced by Mike Moran the assumption was that it was a radio programme. The BBC told Universal that
they thought it was a TV programme, then they thought it was radio (or
vice versa!). I checked with Billy’s ex-wife Judith, who was with him in
November (25th) 1970 when this programme was aired, but she can’t recall
Billy being on it. She seemed to think it was a 15 minute early evening TV
show but no-one is sure. If readers remember it please do write in/email
and let us know. No doubt by the time the CD comes out the liner writer
will have tracked it down. The three tracks, In Thoughts of You, Last Night
was Made for Love and It’s Only Make Believe are competently handled but
nothing to write home about – just nice to have. I did call Chris Raynor of
Fury’s Tornados and he confirmed that he was not playing – it was too
early. He seemed to think it was the John Miles Band, which would probably fit. The last track was originally recorded by Conway Twitty of course,
then Billy, and also by Roy Hamilton on the flip of his single, 100 Years.
Other versions include Mack Allen Smith (up-tempo), Glen Campbell,
Robert Gordon and Ronnie McDowell (with Conway Twitty – up-tempo
and a slower version and a solo one). Cliff apparently cut it back in 1958 or
thereabouts but it’s never been released. There is a cracking music sheet of
him featuring it though – very collectable. Also in the 70’s, 1974, Billy was
featured in a programme entitled The Story of Rock – Made in Britain, but
hopefully more of this at a later date.
There you have it – at long last a CD of new material, properly done, featuring different songs. A rare treat for Billy fans everywhere. Regrettably
incomplete, as we know, but still essential.
I am indebted to: Spencer Leigh, Now Dig This, BBC, Richard Furnell, Paul
Pierrot, Harry Whitehouse and Sue Armstrong.
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The Billy Fury Bronze Statue
by Chris Eley
There has been some criticism levelled at this fan club over the past 3 years or
so, over the statue. Virtually all of it is totally unfounded and it would be nice
if the armchair critics tried walking a mile in our shoes. The facts are as
follows:
The SOF, and everyone else involved, knew that the location within the courtyard of the Museum of Liverpool Life was only temporary until a new museum was built. Other locations were either not secure or fell through – all
being beyond the control of the SOF. Retaining the statue as property of the
SOF was a non-starter for reasons that would take pages to explain but which
should be self evident. The safest and wisest course was to hand the statue
over to a Nationally recognised and respected body which would monitor the
statue in perpetuity for its life span, as a duty. The statue was formally
handed over to the National Museum by the five people who then ran the
fund and drove the project – the original SOF Team. We did not conceive the
idea (that was Peter and Lynda Keller) nor did we achieve it alone (that was
down to the combination of dedication, generosity and hard work of the fans,
and some others).
The statue is owned now by the National Museums, who have a remit to
maintain it on behalf of Billy’s fans everywhere, and for the nation. It is a
work of art from the talented Tom Murphy, in addition to being most relevant
to Billy’s fans. Yes, it is inconvenient that fans can’t currently readily access it,
but we knew this would be the case and it is a small price to pay given the investment into the statue by the museum, both in 2003, presently (with a move
afoot to another temporary location in Liverpool) and in the future. Ever since
the closure of the current museum to the public the SOF has been in contact
with the Museum Project Manager, and now a new location is about to be
found for the statue, subject to successful negotiations between the parties involved. Hopefully it will be inside the foyer of a prominent building.
When the new Museum of Liverpool Life is opened in about 4 years time,
Billy will have pride of place inside it. Long after we have all gone it will
hopefully stand as a reminder of Britain’s finest artist of the rock ‘n’ roll and
60’s Pop genres. The Sound of Fury is understandably proud to have played
such a major part in this remarkable achievement.
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Chris’s CD Corner
Right Time – Ray Charles. Warner Brothers 2282–41120-2
A budget priced 20 tracker with This
Little Girl of Mine and That’s Enough, recorded of course by Billy. Also The
Right Time, performed by Billy on stage,
and also I’m Moving On – a Billy stage
performance favourite. If you want to
know partly what made Billy tick
(musically), lend this worthwhile set an
ear. Also of interest, Lonely Avenue,
which was covered so brilliantly by
Marty Wilde, in 1964.

Teenagers Forever – Vol. 3 – Rare Rocking Records 2005
A very interesting ‘Import’ available only from specialist dealers such as Bim
Bam Records. 32 pop tracks from our era, of variable performance, with some
duds and some real gems. Jim Proby with Good Things are Coming my Way, the
(inferior) US version of that Marty Wilde classic, Tomorrow’s Clown, by Bill Giant.
Still worth a listen but Marty’s finest moment is hard to beat. Chase Webster’s
terrific version of Like I’ve Never Been Gone, Billy Vance I Won’t Take a Chance is
catchy. Edge of a Star by Frankie Stero is great. A nice collection overall – highly
recommended, but dubbed from 45’s so don’t expect CD quality. (Bim Bam – 023
8060 0329).
Ronnie Spector – The Last of the Rock Stars on High Coin Sabre CD 2020
This lady is just so cool – always was, and incredibly hot too! Talk about teenage
fantasy and she still looks great today. Still
recording the lady has delivered an interesting album, if somewhat patchy. There are occasional flashes of the Ronettes in here and
perhaps it was too much to expect anything
more. It’s a rock album with some fine moments, Ode to LA is pure Ronettes, well worth
the album price. All I Want has the same feel
and hooks you – great stuff, as is There is an
End. Work out Fine (the Ike and Tina Turner
track) is ok but the rest I can take or leave. If
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you mix the best four or so good tracks here with the best from her recent Australian CD compilation and EP 2 CD it would make for a good compilation.
Especially for You From the Vaults Peter Williams, Lone Rider Records
LRR08 PW CD008
This fine instrumental CD by Peter Williams is of interest to Billy fans because
it includes Peter’s nice rendition of When Will You Say I Love You, not currently
available elsewhere. Lovely versions of 18 songs such as Diana, When You Walk
in the Room, Crying in the Rain etc. are played here in Peter’s inimitable and
warm style. Ordering details elsewhere in the magazine.
Brian ‘Licorice’ Locking Review of the above CD
My personal opinion of this CD of Peter Williams, called ‘Especially For You –
From The Vaults’ is that it is well organised and put together. Very melodic,
and foot tapping comes easy. Peter’s playing is not rushed or frantic, or too
much or too little. I like the programme list of tunes, it has a nice up and down
yo yo effect from one tune to another. I particularly like Bad Moon Rising and
the choice of Crying In The Rain, I wouldn’t mind recording that on my harmonica. Well done Peter.
Rob Dee Tribute to Billy Fury First, Last and Always
Rob has worked very hard on his act and voice over the past few years and is
undoubtedly now one of the finest Billy tribute artists, especially when fronting his band, ‘The Fury Sound’. This is the second CD of his to come my way
and it is very pleasant indeed.
The set opens with an excellent version of Maybe Tomorrow, followed by an enjoyable King for Tonight. Other standout tracks are I’m Hurting all Over and
Sleepless Nights (both very good indeed). Rob interprets these numbers, rather
than slavishly following originals, and it works well, especially on the latter
track. Loving You with its girlie chorus is nice and All My Hopes, whilst lacking
Billy’s power, has some nice extra vocal infills making it a highly listenable
version. I’m not keen on the backing on Turn My Back on You which stops it
being ‘rocking’ enough, too ‘jog a long’, but all in all a nice set of performances
with some, inevitably, working better than others. It is a true maxim that all
tribute acts and bands are always better when experienced live, but nevertheless, this CD is a fine attempt and well worth having in your collection. Rob
has some very attractive qualities in his voice which make for good listening.
Nice one Rob!
Order via 02920831907/07974413631 or email robdeefury@aol.com and ask for
price.
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One lost gem, one alternative take and one
stereo version!

Buy this and support
The Heart Fund at
Alder Hey Children’s
Hospital, Liverpool
To order please send a cheque/PO for £9 incl p&p payable to Harry Whitehouse 48 Queen
Street, Balderton, Newark, Notts NG24 3NS or visit billyfury.com for more details.
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Thomas Charles (Tommy) Bruce –
‘The London Boy’
16 July 1937–10 July 2006
by Chris Eley
I met Tommy only a couple of times, once I think at the Ace Café and again at the
Billy Fury Blue Plaque event at St John’s Wood. Linda and I were with our friend
Hal Carter and we chatted briefly whilst waiting for the unveiling. We also met
Dave Lodge, Tommy’s friend and manager. Tom was very pleasant and agreeable
(as indeed is Dave) and there was nothing of the ‘Big Star’ attitude about him,
which endeared us to him. I think we saw him perform twice between 1994 and
2003, and each time we were impressed. I didn’t know at the time that he had recorded John Lee Hooker’s Boom Boom and when he performed it, it knocked me
out. What a version. The stage presence (on the small theatre stage in Bognor),
was amazing, the voice was powerful and commanding, and this, coupled with
the humour, endeared him completely to the audience, who loved him (especially
it must be said – the ladies!). He was also very generous in giving freely of his
time at the Ace Café in aid of The Billy Fury Bronze Fund, at a time when we
struggled to find contemporaries of Billy’s who were prepared to help.
Tommy’s career is detailed elsewhere but highlights include his major hit, one
that everybody surely loves Ain’t Misbehaving, his TV appearances on Stars and
Garters, and for me, the fine 45 Let it be Me with the Bruisers. Lavender Blue is another nice track. Tommy’s stab at Shakin’ all Over was unique and enjoyable.
Tommy sometimes appeared on the
same bill as Billy (see handbill on p.
11).
Tommy fought his insidious illness
bravely and we dared hope that recovery would follow the remission.
Sadly it was not to be and we were
all shocked and so saddened to hear
that he was lost to us. He leaves a
wife Ida, son Thom, daughter Lorraine and many friends, not least
Dave and Margaret Lodge. Tommy
and Dave shared a totally unique
working relationship based on
friendship, total mutual trust, shar27

ing, and support, instead of the usual shared percentages. Such was the mark of
the man (and Dave also for it to work like it apparently did). A highly rare and
special friendship indeed. The world is a far less colourful and interesting place
now that this unique, vibrant and special performer is no longer with us.
Thanks for everything Tommy. R.I.P.
If you do not have tracks by Tommy check out Tommy Bruce That’s Rock ‘n’ Roll 25
tracks on RPM 241.

Freddie Garrity 14 November 1936 19 May 2006
It was so sad to hear of the loss of yet another artist from our era, Freddie of
Freddie and the Dreamers, the Manchester beat group. Some sources give his
year of birth as 1940, others as 1936. I suspect 1936 is the correct one. A bit of a
Billy/Parnes touch here perhaps. Although never a favourite band of mine, I
nevertheless appreciated the attempt to ‘lighten up’ the serious business of lost
love which reigned in the 60’s. Having said that, Freddie had a voice which often dripped with pathos and some recordings were beautifully done, and soulful.
Freddie’s version of Somebody Else’s Girl is really moving – check it out. Starting
in a skiffle group like so many, including Billy, Freddie became leader of the
group in 1961. There were appearances at the Cavern and in Hamburg, which
might account for their attempts at
tracks such as Money, Kansas City, and
Some Other Guy. Enjoyable, if a little
lightweight. I remember the group appearing on TYLS and I saw them live
just once during the 1990’s. Just like so
many other UK Groups they charted in
the USA during the famous (or infamous) Brit Pop Invasion and issued 17
singles. There were several US TV performances, including ‘Shindig’, (I’m still
astounded that Billy’s performance on
this show failed to give him a break over
there). The band broke up around 1968
and Freddie formed a new one with different Dreamers, carrying on for some
time. He even appeared on ‘Little Big
Time’, a TV programme for children.
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During the late 90’s he had to retire due to heart problems which incapacitated him. His tremulous, often quite beautiful tenor and his stage antics
brought enjoyment and laughter in equal part to a lot of people. So long Freddie and thanks – you were a one-off, and part of the fabric of our youth.

Roy Hetherington – Sound of Fury
On 16th May 2006 I received a letter from Roy, someone who Linda and I had
known for many years, through meeting at Billy and Elvis/music events up
and down the country. Roy and his nice quiet wife Jane were fixtures at such
events, both loving and sharing the great music of the 50’s and 60’s and supporting our efforts with the Bronze Fund. Roy had been feeling unwell before
Christmas and by February had lost much weight. Tests in April had revealed
a malignant growth. In the letter however Roy was very upbeat and talked
about meeting up at Mill Hill in October, and of looking forward to the new
‘Buddy’ (Holly) show coming to Scarborough in August. The call from Jane in
early July was a total shock. Roy had passed away on Thursday 29th June. He
was 52.
Roy was always pleasant, loved Billy and Elvis, Rick Nelson, Bobby Vee and
many others. Birmingham born, his other passion was Aston Villa and by the
time you read this it’s likely that his ashes will have been spread over the
pitch! At his funeral they played Roy and Jane’s special song, the Gladys
Knight classic, You’re the Best Thing That Ever Happened to Me. A treasured
memory of Roy’s was meeting Gladys during her UK tour. Our thoughts are
with Jane and Roy’s sister at this time. R.I.P. Roy, it was good to know you.

Ted Young – husband of Pat Young
Many of you will know Pat Young, an avid Billy fan from Evesham. It is with
sadness that we have to tell you of the death of her husband Ted who passed
away after a long illness on 26th May. He used to accompany Pat to shows
and his favourite song of Billy’s was Maybe Tomorrow. His real passion from
the music world was The Inkspots. We send our best wishes to Pat and family
at this sad time.
Footnote: We regret that unless we are told, or know the club members personally we obviously cannot place a few words in the magazine. We apologize if we ever forget /omit anyone but it’s usually well out of our control. Do
tell us a little about whoever it is who has been lost to us, if you wish to.
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Billy’s Big Bang
That seventh wonder of the Pop World, Billy Fury, has done it again; knocked
everybody sideways again with In Thoughts of You. In the charts at the bottom
half of the twenties and beginning to slide, this disc looked just like the other
twenty-one Billy Fury hits . . . in the charts but never No. 1.
Then Bang! The disc shoots up to No. 9 (at time of writing) and gives every indication of going a lot higher. Whether Billy’s appearance on ‘Top of the Pops’
with a brand new visual image had anything to do with this, I don’t know. This
sudden about-face must have caught the Fury Management on the hop for they
were all set to release a new single on September 3rd which, according to the old
secret sources, was going to be on the Halfway To Paradise lines.
With In Thoughts of You selling so well, it’s an LP to a gnat’s egg that there will be
some hurried nattering around the Parnes/Decca ménage as to whether this projected release shouldn’t be held back. But you never can tell about Fury. There
seems to be absolutely no consistency in his disc releases. He goes nine months
without a new single then we have three or four in quick succession.
‘Pop Weekly’ cannot help wondering whether it’s not time that somebody did a whole lot
of new thinking about Billy’s career, so what about it Billy?
Look at all this business about Billy not being on the Palladium. He has had offers which he turned down, because he wasn’t offered the star spot closing the
show. Fair enough he deserves it, but let’s look at this closely. The last time that
Billy turned down the Palladium TV show, he was to co-star with two of the top
dancers from the Royal Ballet. Now who can say which is the ‘star’ between a
pop singer and a ballet dancer. Each is ‘THE star’ to the fans of either Pop or Ballet. The two just are not comparable. It was reported that Billy would have accepted if he could have closed the show . . . but there are technical reasons
against anybody other than the dancers closing ‘Sunday Night At The Palladium’
when ballet dancers appear. The dancers require the stage to be completely clear
and require the use of the whole stage for the whole of their act; even then, they
barely have enough room, and Nuryev has several times had difficulty in avoiding crashing into the wings. The act closing the first half has the full stage available only for the opening, it then moves front-stage for the rest of the act while
they start setting ‘Beat The Clock’.
No, on this occasion Billy would have lost no status in accepting the first half
closing spot and in ‘Pop Weekly’s’ opinion he was wrong to turn it down.
However according to all reports ‘Sunday Night At The London Palladium’ is a
thing of the past, in its old form at any rate; so, let’s look forward to seeing Billy
right there topping the bill this coming autumn.
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What about Billy’s film, ‘I’ve Gotta Horse?’ I thought Billy was a gas in this
film and showed that he could well become a very popular film personality.
But who decided that it needed a reissued ‘Carry On’ comedy as supporting
film in the double bill? In my opinion this was a big mistake . . . The ‘Carry
On’ comedies are good films but they haven’t a big teen following. And why
release it so early? This was a film about Billy and his racehorse trying to win
the Derby . . . Surely the time to release it was around Derby Week when it
would have got maximum publicity. So far as I could see, you had to read the
small print to know that the film had been released at all.
In spite of this, as was revealed in a recent court case, the box-office receipts of this
film were up to expectations and in some cases even box-office records were broken,
but why did it have to be revealed in a court case? Surely something has gone wrong
with Billy’s publicity machine, for the general impression has been that ‘I’ve Gotta
Horse’ was a comparative failure, which, in fact, it wasn’t.
What about the future? No plans have been announced for another film . . .
only a Pantomime season this coming Christmas. This will please Billy’s fans
. . . at any rate the ones living near enough for them to visit the Pantomime.
But to become a really big-star personality, it is films that carry the big weight
and it is in films that you have to make your mark. So, as an ardent Fury fan I
am looking forward to hearing the news of a new Fury film soon.
Just think what Billy has done. With the exception of Elvis and The Beatles,
NO star has been more consistently successful on records as Billy Fury . . . not
even Cliff. It is true that Cliff has had the top slot and Billy has yet to achieve
that honour, but Billy has consistently put his records into the top half of the
charts, and all without the help of films, and when you take this into account I
say Fury has the edge on Cliff.
What about it Billy? Let’s have some real action from around the Fury camp. It’s time
you stopped being voted No. 2 British Singer in the Pop Polls. Let’s have news of a
new film soon . . . Your fans are rooting for you.
Article from ‘Pop Weekly’ magazine 4/9/1965

Next Mill Hill Meeting
Don’t forget our next get together at Mill Hill on Sunday 15 October.
1pm at Billy’s grave and afterwards at the Church Hall, Salcombe Gardens.
This will be the 10th Anniversary of the inauguration of the Sound of Fury
Fan Club.
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Letter Page

Well done Cy and Irene. If other SOF members would like to help the ILPH
through the Sound of Fury – please do. Just send us the donation with a
note of explanation and we will pass it on.
Thanks also to Johnny for keeping Billy’s name alive and keeping us informed.
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Billy – ‘In Summer’
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Contributions to the magazine
Do you have memories of Billy live onstage in the 50s, 60s, 70s or 80s? Did
you meet him – what was he like, what did you talk about, did you have a
picture taken? Please do write in with your experiences and whatever
‘evidence’ you have from the time – an old clipping or photo (copies only
please – scans, photos or canon laser copies but not ordinary photocopies).
The other members would love to hear about your ‘Billy connection’ – and
so would we. Alternatively you may have a favourite Billy EP or album
which you can ‘review’ and explain why it is your favourite, or memories
of Billy on TV which you can describe! Go for it! It’s your mag.
Chris

Mill Hill Dates for 2007
1pm at Billy’s grave and at the Church Hall in Salcombe Gardens
afterwards
Sunday 28 January
Sunday 15 April
Sunday 14 October (Provisional)

Message to Fan Club Members
Please would it be possible for any members who have an email address to
let us have it, as this would save us a lot of time and money in contacting
you with acknowledgements, renewal notices etc. It will also be easier to
send out any urgent notices quickly. You can do this by emailing us at
secretary@thesoundoffury.org. Many thanks.
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Billy’s Headstone
by Chris Eley
But for the split within the Sound of Fury around 2004, resulting in so
much acrimony and the setting up of the other fan club, the photographs
on Billy’s headstone would have been replaced around that time. Other
subsequent linked events also helped to delay any action on our part, until
recently.
In early July of this year the SOF received permission from our Patron and
the owner of Billy’s grave, Ms Lisa Voice, to replace the existing worn photographs. We requested permission because the letter to the former SOF
giving such permission was rendered invalid because of the circumstances
involved in the fan club split. It is true that the revised SOF could have applied for permission earlier than we did but we were waiting for the situation between the two clubs and Billy’s family to improve, so more chance
of agreement could be reached. We recently reasoned in lengthy consultation with the Billy Fury Estate, that if we replaced the existing photos
(which were chosen by Billy’s Mum with some fans from the time), with
like for like, that it would respect the wishes of Billy’s Mum and those
early fans, but also be acceptable to Lisa, who is now used to those photos
being there, and indeed acceptable to everyone else.
The SOF has administered the Stone Fund (which was set up by Mrs Jean
Wycherley, Hal Carter and Frank Bull in the early 1980s), since the late
1990s. This is when Frank decided to stop being the Treasurer and so the
fund was handed over to Maureen Bowden, who was part of the Sound of
Fury. We have looked after the grave ever since and have a contract in
place for an annual professional clean. If this proves to be insufficient we
will arrange for it to be done more frequently.
At the time of writing a quote has already been requested from a well respected and approved stonemason. Currently the various methods of placing photos on the headstone are being compared and evaluated. Although
we probably have sufficient funds to cover the anticipated cost, we have
suggested to the other fan club that they may wish to contribute from their
Stone Fund collection so that both clubs can be seen to be taking care of
Billy’s resting place together, whatever our remaining differences.
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Billy Fury Tribute Night Concerts
Gig Guide
Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story every Wednesday until 1st November at
the North Pier, Blackpool, Tel: 01253 621452
October
7 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
Palace Theatre, Redditch
01527 65203
13 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
Grimsby Auditorium
0870 400 0688
14 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
Barbican Centre, York
0870 4000 670
15 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
Hazlitt Theatre,
Maidstone, 01622 758611
21 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
City Hall, Sheffield
01142 789789
28 Rob Dee and the Fury Sound – Charity Night
Evesham Working Men’s
Contact Pat Young for tickets
Club 01386 41676/761180
29 Colin Paul & The Persuaders
Sandbay Holiday Park,
Weston Super Mare
November
2 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
Lyceum Theatre, Crewe
01270 537333
3 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
The Journal Tyne Theatre,
Newcastle Upon Tyne
0870 145 1200
4 Colin Paul & The Persuaders
Savoy Hotel, Blackpool
01253 352561
8 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
Southport Theatre
01704 540454
10 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
Orchard Theatre, Dartford
10-12 Billy Fury Tribute Weekend
Metropole Hotel,
Blackpool 01253 722300
12 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
Princess Theatre,
Hunstanton 01485 532252
18 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
Ashcroft Theatre,
Croydon 0208 688 9291
19 Colin Paul & The Persuaders
Pontins Brean Sands,
part of Yesterday Once More 60s Weekend
Somerset, 01934 863327
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Price 11.99 incl. p & p

Price 11.99 incl. p & p available from peter.williams19@virgin.net
Or telephone Peter on 07789 991819
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Billy all at sea!
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